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- Especially, in the study of quantum computing and quantum information theory, all measurements, control, perturbations, etc. are related to unitary similarity transforms.
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**Theorem [Wielandt,1955], [LPS,2008]**

Suppose $A, B \in M_n$ are normal. Then $\mu \notin \mathcal{E}(A, B)$ if and only if there is a circular disk containing the eigenvalues of $A$ or $\mu I - B$, and excluding the eigenvalues of the other matrices.
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- Then $A$ is normal if and only if $DW(A)$ is a polyhedron.
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- For any $\xi \in \mathbb{C}$,
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Equivalently, singular values of $A + \xi I$ and the singular values of $B - \xi I - \mu I$ do not lie in two separate closed intervals.
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Further research

- Develop computer programs to generate $\mathcal{E}(A, B)$ for general $A, B \in M_n$.
- Determine the entire set or a subset of eigenvalues of $A + V^*BV$ for given (normal) matrices $A, B \in M_n$.
- Determine all possible eigenvalues for $\sum_{j=1}^{k} U_j^* A_j U_j$ for given $A_1, \ldots, A_k \in M_n$.
- Study the spectrum of $A + V^*BV$ for infinite dimensional bounded linear operators $A, B$.
- Study the above problems for unitary matrices chosen from a certain subgroups such as $SU(2) \otimes \cdots \otimes SU(2)$ ($m$ copies).
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